
 

Frequently Asked Questions regarding SPYA Softball 

 
Q: “What is the difference between the Parkland League and the Lehigh Valley League?” 

A: In general, the better players tend to play in the Lehigh Valley League. 

 

The Parkland League is classified as a “recreational league”.  Under normal circumstances all players are guaranteed 

playing time during a game.  Teams are prohibited from “cutting” players based on ability.  The league does not allow 

players from other recreational leagues or tournament teams to participate.   

 

 The Lehigh Valley League is classified as a “travel league”.  There are no rules regarding playing time (except at 10 & 

under).  While SPYA coaches attempt to play everyone at least two innings during every game, it’s not required and it’s 

not guaranteed.  Also, the Lehigh Valley League has no player restrictions (i.e. tryouts are used to select only the best 

players).  Therefore, this league tends to have better pitching and a higher overall level of play.  Games are usually not 

scheduled on Saturdays (to avoid tournament team conflicts), and the season for the upper age levels begins in late May to 

avoid conflicts with interscholastic teams.   

 

 Over the years, the level of play in the Parkland League has improved and it has become more competitive.  This is 

because the number of girls playing softball has increased dramatically and they are starting to play at a younger age, 

thereby developing better skills.  There is some overlap between the two leagues since some organizations only field 

teams in one league or the other.  This means that their Parkland League teams consist of their best players.  Typically, 

some of the better teams in the Parkland League would be able to defeat some of the weaker teams in the Lehigh Valley 

League. 

 

Q: “My daughter has other commitments in the spring (e.g., soccer, camps).  What should she do?” 

A: If softball will not be your daughter’s top recreational priority, it’s probably best she play in the Parkland League rather 

than the Lehigh Valley League. 

 

We intend to keep the Lehigh Valley League rosters at a minimum to allow ample playing time for all the players.  

Therefore, girls making the Lehigh Valley League team need to be committed to that team, and should consider softball 

their top recreational priority (i.e., if there are conflicts between softball and other events, softball should be chosen).  

This is only fair to the coaches and the other players on the team.  Girls not able to make a strong commitment to softball 

should choose the Parkland League, where we have larger rosters. 

 

Q: “How can girls be thoroughly evaluated during an indoor tryout?” 

A: Coaches are looking for good basic fundamentals when they select the girls for the Lehigh Valley League teams.  

Throwing, fielding, pitching and hitting fundamentals can be evaluated almost as well indoors as outdoors.  We always 

hope to be able to conduct tryouts outdoors.  But given that rosters must be determined by early March, we are usually 

forced indoors by the weather and the field conditions.   

 In addition to performance at tryouts, coaches will rely on feedback from the previous year’s coach.  This is a way to 

offset a bad day at tryouts.  Teams are not picked before tryouts, but coaches usually have a good idea of the talent pool 

based on seeing the girls play in previous years.  Unfortunately, no method of selecting the “best” players is perfect.  

Coaches do the best they can under the circumstances.  Girls not selected will play in the Parkland League and will 

probably be the outstanding players on their teams.  The important thing to remember is that all the girls will be playing 

softball in one league or the other. 

 

Q: “Can there be multiple Lehigh Valley League teams in the same age group?” 

A: Yes.   

 

We will keep this in mind as we go through tryouts.  We will field two teams in the same Lehigh Valley age bracket if we 

see enough girls with the proper skills to field two competitive teams.  We do not want to “over match” girls, which 

would likely result in a frustrating season, especially when we have an excellent alternative like the Parkland League.   


